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Abstract: Pre-grouting as an effective means for improving the stability of roadways can reduce
maintenance costs and maintain safety in complex mining conditions. In the Guobei coal mine in
China, a cement pre-grouting technique was adopted to enhance the overall strength of soft coal
mass and provide sufficient support for the roadway. However, there are very limited studies about
the effect of grouting on the overall strength of coal in the laboratory. In this paper, based on the field
observation of a coal-grout structure after grouting, a series of direct shear tests were conducted on
coal and grouted coal specimens to quantitatively evaluate the quality improvement of grouted coal
mass. The results showed that the peak and residual shear strength, cohesion, friction angle and
the shear stiffness of grouted coal were significantly improved with the increase of the diameter of
grout column. Linear regression models were established for predicting these mechanical parameters.
In addition, three failure models associated with coal and grouted coal specimens were revealed.
According to microstructure and macroscopic failure performance of specimens, the application of
the proposed models and some methods for further improving the stability of grouted coal mass
were suggested. The research can provide the basic evaluation and guideline for the parametric
design of cement pre-grouting applications in soft coal mass.

Keywords: pre-grouting; soft coal mass; coal-grout structure; shear behavior; quality improvement

1. Introduction

The stability of tunnel projects is seriously affected by complex geological conditions
such as water inflow, loose soil, fractured rock, etc. Grouting technique as an effective way
to improve the integrity and continuity of geomaterials has been widely used in such poor
conditions [1–3]. Among all grouting methods, the pre-grouting is commonly applied to
ensure excavations safely and effectively, when tunneling in fractured rock mass or loose
stratum [4]. The main function of pre-grouting is to increase the mechanical properties
such as the overall strength (cohesion and friction angle) and stiffness of soft soil and rock
mass before excavating tunnels [5]. The injected grout can fill the fractures in the rock
and the voids in the soil, obstructing the penetration of water and enhancing the bearing
capacity of surrounding strata [6]. Normally, cement-based grouts are used more often
than any other materials in tunnel injection due to their characteristics of high strength,
durability, ample source, and low costs [7].

Different from tunnels in rock or near-surface geotechnical level, roadways driven in
coal seams for returning air and transporting coal out of the panel in deep underground
coal mines are always exposed to worse surrounding conditions [8–12]. The structural and
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mechanical properties of coal mass are dramatically degraded by the widely developed
fractures, especially under deep burial and tectonic activities conditions [13]. In the Guobei
coal mine in China, coal seams were subjected to complicated geological movements in
the history yielding in substantial fractures and cracks in coal mass, which engendered
extremely soft raw coal with low strength [14]. During the progress of the roadway
excavation, the disturbance on soft coal mass results in collapse and localized failure at the
driving face [15]. In the case of supporting such soft strata, the conventional supporting
methods such as the bolting system, U-shaped steel with shotcrete could not control the
large deformation effectively [16]. To address this problem, as per the experience of pre-
grouting reinforcement in coal panels [17], and preventing groundwater inflow in the
roadway [18] and jet grouting enhancement [19–21], a cement pre-grouting method was
adopted to improve the overall strength of the soft coal mass and provide sufficient support
for the roadway (shown in Figure 1). The strength improvement of soft coal mass after
cement pre-grouting is a significant indicator to evaluate the grouting effect, which can be
used for guiding the design of grouting parameters.
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Figure 1. The pre-grouting technique used for soft coal seam in the Guobei coal mine and the formed coal mass-grout
column in practice.

There are some studies on the evaluation of rock or soil improvement owing to cement
grouting. Several researchers focused on conceptual consolidated models after cement
injection [22]. Besides, other studies were interested in the quantitative evaluation of quality
improvement of grouted rock and soil by field and laboratory tests [23–25]. For example,
in situ dilatometer tests were conducted in rock before and after grouting to quantitatively
examine the deformability of rock [26]. The shear strength of rock joint filled with injected
cement was studied in the laboratory to assess the overall strength development [27]. The
strength properties of soil after grouting treatment were investigated experimentally [28].
However, according to the diffusion of cement grout in soft coal mass in the field (Figure 1),
to the authors’ knowledge, quantitative research on the strength development of the formed
coal mass-grout column is very limited. An effective way to estimate the strength of such a
coal-grout structure is a shear test in the laboratory because it can comprehensively reflect
the structures’ stress conditions and easily obtain mechanical parameters such as cohesion
and friction angle.

Therefore, according to the field observation of cement grouting to soft coal mass, this
study focuses on investigating the grouting effect on the overall strength improvement of
soft coal in a quantitative way. Different coal-grout models were designed and examined
by laboratory shear tests. The shear properties (failure modes, deformation characteristics,
shear strength, and shear stiffness) of coal and grouted coal specimens were examined. A
set of linear regression formulas were proposed to predict the cohesion, friction angle and
stiffness of grouted coal mass. Besides, the microscopic structure of the coal-grout interface
and its effect on the failure characteristics were discussed. Based on the experimental
results and microscopic observation, some methods for further improving the overall
strength and stiffness of grouted coal mass were suggested.
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2. Field Observation

The Guobei coal mine is located in the Huaibei Coalfield, in East China (Figure 2a) [29].
The extremely soft coal mass was observed in the No. 8 seam with the burial depth around
800 m, which is full of fractures and cracks (Figure 2b). The phenomenon of coal spalling
and collapse was normally encountered at roadway working face because of the driving-
induced stress and the poor quality of coal mass (Figure 2c) [30]. In addition, the present U-
shaped shed support scheme cannot control the large displacement of roadway effectively,
resulting in high maintenance costs. Accordingly, a pre-grouting technique was used to try
to improve the strength of coal mass before driving the roadway in the field. The grouting
material was P.O.325 with a water–cement ratio of 0.7 [31]. The grouting pressure was less
than 4 MPa, normally around 2 MPa. After excavation, the typical consolidated structure
of the coal-grout pile is shown in Figure 2d, indicating that the grout into such soft coal
mass is compaction grouting instead of permeation grouting. The grouting diffusion radius
was limited, but the coal around the grout was compacted. A schematic diagram of soft
coal mass after grouting is shown in Figure 3. Hence, to qualitatively evaluate the effect of
grouting for such coal mass, a reasonable model containing coal boundary and grout was
presented, and its overall strength was assessed by direct shear tests.
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3. Experimental Methodology
3.1. Sample Preparation

Considering the field observation of cement grouting, a composite of the coal-grout
specimen was designed and prepared to investigate the influence of grouting on soft coal
mass. The specimen before grouting is shown in Figure 4. Both the outside diameter (D)
and the height (H) of specimens are constant, 50 mm. The diameter of the inner grouting
hole (d) is varied from 0 to 50 mm, in which it will be filled with cement grout (Figure 4a).
To construct the external annulus of specimens (Figure 4b), a vertical load equivalent
to in situ stress condition was applied to the fine-size coal collected from the driving
roadway. Although the model we used may not perfectly represent the field conditions,
it still provides a comparable way to investigate the reinforcement effect of compacting
grouting on coal mass. To assess this, the grouting ratio (d/D) was defined, expressing the
ratio of grout diameter (d) to the outside diameter (D) of the specimen.
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3.2. Grouting Procedure

To inject the cement grout into coal samples with pressure, an indoor grouting test
system composed of a grouting chamber and pressure source was designed (Figure 5a).
The grouting chamber was assembled by steel plates and bolts. Rubber seal was used for
ensuring the airtightness between the steel plates. The pressure source was a nitrogen
cylinder filled with compressed air to provide pressure for grouting. The cement used in
this study was a locally available P.O. 325 with water reducer to improve the fluidity of
the mix. The water–cement ratio (w:c) of the grout was 0.7. The coal sample was loaded
into the grouting chamber, and then the prepared cement paste was poured into the inner
hole until covering the top surface of the coal sample. After that, the grouting chamber
was closed and sealed by bolts. The exhaust valve was opened, and the high-pressure gas
entered the grouting chamber for further improving the consolidation of the grout. The
pressure was kept at 1 MPa for 1 h. After grouting, the samples were cured for 28 days in a
curing room at constant temperature and humidity (Figure 5b). The basic experiment of
coal and grout such as compression tests was conducted. The compressive strength (UCS)
of coal and cement paste (28 days’ strength) is 2.5 MPa and 7.2 MPa, respectively.
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Figure 5. The grouting system and grouted samples. (a) Schematic diagram of the indoor grouting system. (b) Top view of
samples after grouting.

3.3. Shear Tests Design

The shear tests of coal and grouted coal specimens were conducted using a servo-
hydraulic direct shear apparatus (Figure 6a). The maximum horizontal shear displacement
of the machine is 20 mm, gauged by a sensor with an accuracy of 0.001 mm. The nor-
mal/horizontal loading rate and their corresponding velocities can be chosen in the range
of 0.01–2 kN/s, 0.001–2 mm/s, respectively. A special shear box was designed and manu-
factured to be used for shear test (Figure 6b,c). During the tests, the upper box is fixed and
the lower box can be moved.
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The shear tests of pure coal and grouted coal specimens were examined according to
Table 1. To reveal the effect of grouting ratio (d/D) on the shear behavior of reinforced
samples, the different diameters of grouting holes were designed as 0, 10, 20, 30, 50 mm,
corresponding to grouting ratio, d/D of 0, 20, 40, 60, 100%, respectively. During the shear
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tests, normal loading was applied at 0.05 kN/s to a set value, then held constant. The
magnitude of the normal load was divided into three catalogs, i.e., 1.0 kN, 1.5 kN, and
2.0 kN (given in Table 1). A shear load subsequently was applied with displacement control
at a rate of 0.05 mm/s. All calculations have been done based on the standard test method
for performing laboratory direct shear tests (ASTM D5607).

Table 1. Design of shear tests.

Grouting Ratio, d/D
(%)

Diameter of Grouting
Hole (mm) Normal Load (kN) Equivalent Normal

Stress b (MPa) Shear Velocity (mm/s)

0 a 0

1.0 0.51

0.05

20 10
40 20
60 30
100 50

0 0

1.5 0.77
20 10
40 20
60 30
100 50

0 0

2.0 1.02
20 10
40 20
60 30
100 50

a Without grout, pure coal samples. b Equivalent normal stress = Normal load/original area of test coal-grout cross-section (circular,
diameter = 50 mm).

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Shear Behavior and Failure Modes

The shear stress versus shear displacement curves for different grouting ratios (d/D)
under different normal stresses is illustrated in Figure 7. In general, both the peak and
residual shear stress increased and the peak shear displacement decreased with increasing
d/D and normal stress. Figure 7a depicts the shear stress-displacement curves under
lower normal stress σn, 0.51 MPa. The shear stresses in the curves of d/D, 0%, 20%, 40%
rose slowly until peak stress and then decreased gradually to a residual level. The peak
shear stresses for pure coal samples and coal-grout samples signified the coal failure and
composite failure, respectively. As the grouting ratio increased, even for lower normal
stress, multi-stage failure can be observed. For the high d/D, 60%, there were two peak
stress values, showing the non-simultaneous failure properties for grouted coal samples.
The first and the second peak shear stress correspond to the failure of coal and failure of
grout, respectively. Under the normal stress 0.51 MPa, the maximum peak shear stresses
were 0.79, 0.88, 0.99, 1.61, 2.24 MPa for d/D, 0, 20, 40, 60, and 100%, respectively. Figure 7b
(σn, 0.77 MPa) and Figure 7c (σn, 1.02 MPa) exhibited similar trends like that in Figure 7a.
However, the number of curves of multi-stage failure modes increased with increasing
normal stress. In Figure 7b, the maximum shear stresses of d/D, 0, 20, 40, 60, 100% were
0.99, 1.12, 1.29, 1.97, 3.18 MPa, respectively. Under the normal stress of 1.02 MPa, compared
with shear stresses for grouting ratio d/D, 0%, the shear stress values of d/D, 20, 40, 60,
100% increased by 13.1, 27.1, 118, 241%, respectively. It should be pointed out that, though
it is difficult to inject 100% cement grout into soft coal mass in real condition, testing
the strength properties of pure grout samples (with grouting ratio of 100%) is helpful to
understand the failure mechanism of coal-grout structure. It can be seen that, with the
increase of the normal stress, the peak shear stress and residual stress increase.
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Figure 7. The measured shear stress versus shear displacement of specimens with grouting ratio (d/D, 0, 20, 40, 60, 100%)
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A simplified sketch is depicted in Figure 7d to highlight key features in the shear
stress-displacement curves. Three typical failure modes of coal and grouted coal were
revealed. The failure type I represented the single-stage instability that can be observed in
pure coal samples only. The shear stress increased to peak shear stress (A), then it declined
to a residual value (B). During this process, coal was the only medium to resist the shear
force. Type II had a trend similar to the first failure mode, but it had a higher peak shear
stress (C) with lower displacement (D). It can be observed in the grouted coal specimen
when normal stress and/or grouting ratio decreased. In this case, the coal and grout
resisted the shear force and failed as a stable combination (composite failure). The failure
type III was characterized by two peak shear stresses that can be observed, especially when
normal stress and/or grout percentage increased. In the third type (multi-stage failure),
the shear stress increased steeply to the first peak stress (E), wherein it represented the
occurrence of the coal failure, and stress dropped suddenly (F). Then the sample continued
to resist the shearing. Shear stress increased sharply again until the second peak stress
value (G), owing to the grout failure, followed by a decreasing phase to the ultimate shear
strength (H). As for failure type IV, it represents the pure grout failure during shear. The
shear stress increases quickly within small shear displacement to the peak point (I) and
then drops sharply to residual point (J).

To understand the rupture of the coal-grout structure clearly, a classical division of
rupture mechanism (shown in Figure 8) was introduced according to the recommendation
in the previous literature [32,33]. From Figure 8, the generalization rupture classification is
dependent on the ratio of normal stress to compressive strength, i.e., σn/UCS. Normally,
the rupture criteria of hard rock (UCS = 54 MPa) by the direct shear test are defined as
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follows: at low ratios (σn/UCS < 0.16), specimens rupture in a predominantly tensile
splitting mode as Class T; at medium ratios (0.17 < σn/UCS < 0.41), shear rupture via en
echelon tensile fracture arrays as Class ET; at high ratios (0.41 < σn/UCS < 0.46), specimens
rupture progressively in a mixed-mode or transition between Class T and ET, as Class
M [34].
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Figure 8. Division of rupture mechanism of rock materials suffering shear.

The coal-grout structure may exhibit distinctive rupture modes, because the UCS of
the specimen (coal and cement grout) is much smaller than the rock. It is important to
classify the rupture modes of coal and grout clearly in this study. According to the test
results in Figure 7, the rupture of coal (0.19 < σn/UCS < 0.41) belongs to Class M. Its
idealized load-displacement shows that the load transfers from slightly strain-weakening
behavior to elastic-plastic behavior. For the grout in coal-grout structure, the σn/UCS is
from 0.003 to 0.051, and its rupture modes belong to Class ET (shown in Figure 7). As we
can see, the rupture of coal and grout is different from that of rock. The possible reason
can be summarized as follows: the combination of the coal-grout structure is different
from the rock materials. Based on the experiments, the coal normally fails firstly, and
during its failure process, the microfractures in grout have developed, propagated and
even coalesced. Then, after the coal rupture, more fractures would occur and be connected,
but the grout rupture would not be sudden, as the fractures have already connected slightly
during the process of coal failure. Hence, the rupture of grout in this study exhibits a
strain-weakening with a less rapid stress drop post-peak. As for coal in coal-grout structure,
due to the strength being too low, the residual strength could not drop obviously, leading
to the idealized load-displacement behavior transitioning from slightly strain-weakening
to elastic-plastic. Based on the shear test curves of pure grout (Figure 7), the rupture of pure
grout (0.071 < σn/UCS < 0.142) belongs to Class T, its idealized load-displacement behavior
shows a sudden drop when reaching peak shear stress, exhibiting a tensile splitting mode.
The failure modes and rupture mechanism of the specimens observed from the direct shear
tests are summarized in Table 2.

Besides, it should be pointed out that, in this study, the shear behavior and failure
modes of the coal-grout structure were obtained under constant normal load (CNL) con-
dition. As we can see from Figure 7, the normal stress was set as a constant during each
test (i.e., 0.51 MPa, 0.77 MPa, and 1.02 MPa). However, the shear strength of the coal-grout
structure could be also influenced by constant normal stiffness (CNS) boundary condition.
When suffering shear stress, the surrounding coal mass in the underground may exhibit an
obvious dilatant deformation, but the deformation of coal mass may be restrained by sup-
port structures, leading to an increase of normal (i.e., confining) stress. This phenomenon
can be represented by the CNS boundary condition. In this case, the shear strength of
the coal-grout structure measured in CNS direct shear would be much larger compared
with that measured in CNL shear according to the results in the literature [35]. Besides,
the stress-displacement curves in CNS shear may exhibit a clear yield behavior and elastic
behavior dominated prior to the yield stage, while stress-displacement curves of CNL shear
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exhibited none or small yield strength before peak shear strength based on the previous
study [36].

Table 2. Classification of the failure modes of specimens.

Grouting Ratio, d/D (%) Normal Stress (MPa) σn/UCS
(Coal)

σn/UCS
(Grout) Rupture Mechanism Failure Modes

0 0.51 0.20 - M a Type I
0 0.77 0.31 - M Type I
0 1.02 0.41 - M Type I

20 0.51 0.19 0.003 M Type II
20 0.77 0.30 0.004 M Type II
20 1.02 0.39 0.006 ET b Type III
40 0.51 0.17 0.011 M Type II
40 0.77 0.26 0.017 ET Type III
40 1.02 0.34 0.023 ET Type III
60 0.51 0.13 0.026 ET Type III
60 0.77 0.19 0.039 ET Type III
60 1.02 0.26 0.051 ET Type III

100 0.51 - 0.071 T c Type IV
100 0.77 - 0.107 T Type IV
100 1.02 - 0.142 T Type IV

a Mixed shear and tensile array. b En echelon tensile fracture arrays. c Tensile splitting.

4.2. Shear Strength Characteristics

The effect of grout on peak and residual shear stress of specimen for different normal
stresses is shown in Figure 9. It can be observed that both the maximum peak and residual
shear stress increased with the increase in the grouting ratio under different normal stress
levels (0.51 MPa, 0.77 MPa, and 1.02 MPa). A linear regression analysis was carried out to
investigate the relation between shear stress and the grouting ratio. The coefficients R2 of
fitting lines were greater than 0.9, showing a strong relevance.
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d/D under normal stress (0.51, 0.77, 1.02 MPa).

Figure 10 shows the shear test results grouped by different grouting ratios in the shear
stress-normal stress space. The relation between both peak/residual shear stresses and
normal stresses was linearly fitted by the Mohr–Coulomb failure envelope. (Equations (1)
and (2))

τp = σn·tan(ϕp) + cp (1)
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τr = σn·tan(ϕr) + cr (2)

where τp, τr, ϕp, ϕr, cp, cr and σn are the peak shear stress, residual shear stress, peak
friction angle, residual friction angle, peak cohesion, residual cohesion, and normal stress
component, respectively.
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According to the linear fitting data in Figure 10a,b, the coefficients of determination
were greater than 0.92, illustrating that the failure of coal, pure grout and grouted coal
specimen followed the Mohr–Coulomb failure criterion well when they suffered the normal
and shear stresses. The calculated peak and residual cohesion and friction angle are
summarised in Table 3.

Table 3. Calculated cohesion and friction angle for coal and grouted samples.

Grouting Ratio, d/D (%)
Cohesion (MPa) Friction Angle (◦)

Peak Residual Peak Residual

0 0.35 0.07 40.0 37.2
20 0.37 0.14 44.4 41.3
40 0.43 0.24 47.5 43.2
60 0.51 0.36 53.9 48.7

100 0.82 0.77 57.9 50.1

To quantify the relations between the amount of grout and shear strength for coal
and grouted specimens, simple regression models were conducted (shown in Figure 11).
The results indicated that there was a strong correlation between grout percent d/D and
the peak/residual strength parameters (cohesion and friction angle). The established
formulas for the prediction of peak/residual cohesion and friction angle are shown in
Figure 11a,b, respectively. With the increase in the amount of grout, the cohesion and
friction angle of composite samples increased evidently, quantitatively implying that
grouting can significantly enhance the strength of coal mass. The relevance mechanism of
strength improvement by grouting can be concluded as follows:
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For failure type II, the coal and grout suffer the shear strength together and the
combined effect of the non-homogeneous coal and grouted column plays a key role in this
process. As for failure type III, before the coal failure, the coal and grout bear the shear
stress together and then with the increase of the shear displacement, the coal fails and the
grout suffers the shear strength only. Due to the relative higher strength of the grout, the
overall strength of the coal-grout exhibits higher shear stress.

4.3. Shear Stiffness Properties

The deformation behavior of coal and grout coal composite can be characterized by
its shear stiffness. It represents the capacity of resistance in shearing. The average shear
stiffness Ka is defined as follows: The maximum shear stress divides by the corresponding
displacement. The relation between grouting ratio (d/D) and Ka for coal and grouted coal
specimens is illustrated in Figure 12. A linear relation between Ka and d/D was illustrated
by fitting lines. The coefficients of determination show that they were in strong relevance.
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Furthermore, the shear stiffness for each curve in multi-stage failure mode (type III)
can be divided into coal failure stiffness (Kc) and grout failure stiffness (Kg), respectively.
The stiffness results including Kc, Kg, and Ka for different d/D and normal stresses in
failure type III are illustrated in Figure 13a. For the grouting ratio d/D (60%), it shows that
Kg > Ka > Kc (mode I). As for the relatively low d/D (20%, 40%), it shows that Kc > Kg > Ka
(mode II).
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The two stiffness modes in failure type III are schematically shown in Figure 13b.
The phase of sudden stress drop reduced the overall stiffness of samples evidently. Grout
failure stiffness Kg determined the average failure stiffness Ka. This means that increasing
the amount of grout in samples could obtain higher Ka, otherwise not. The stiffness mode
I can be observed under high d/D. Although higher d/D resulted in the stress drop more
easily (described in Section 4.1), the Ka is higher than Kc, which signifies that grouting
improved the overall stiffness of coal. The failure stiffness model II can be found under
low d/D, showing that the Ka is lower than Kc. It illustrates that less grout cannot take
over the shear deformation of grouted coal completely. The stress drop is unfavorable for
the overall stability of the coal-grout structure, especially under the low grouting ratio.

5. Discussion
5.1. Microstructure of the Coal–Grout Interface

The overall shear strength and stiffness of grouted coal is affected by the interface
between coal and grout. Analyzing the microscopic interfacial structure is helpful to reveal
the failure mechanism of the specimen. The scanning electron microscopic (SEM) image
on the surface of grouted coal is shown in Figure 14. As illustrated in Figure 14a, there
was a primary interface between the coarse-grained coal layer and the fine-grained grout
layer. The primary interface was not completely surface contact, but instead comprised
irregular point contacts that could result in a relatively weak and discontinuous bonding
force. Furthermore, microscopic observations indicated that there was an intermittent
secondary interface near the coal layer (Figure 14b). It contained one or more interface
branches. Between the primary interface and secondary interface, the intermediate layer
like a “transition zone” was generated (shown in Figure 14b–d). Besides, the two mediums
considerably differed from each other in microcracks. As shown in Figure 14b, many major
cracks were in the coal layer between coal particles and coal matrix, compared with a few
minor cracks in the grout layer. This indirectly verified the reason why grout has higher
strength and stiffness when it suffers shearing.
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Figure 14. The microscope interface properties of the coal-grout structure. (a) A general view of
the primary interface separated by the top coarse-grained coal layer and the bottom fine-grained
grout layer. (b) A close-up of a photomicrograph showing three main parts of the coal-grout interface
(primary interface, secondary interface and interface layer). (c) A typical interface layer with intact coal
grains or coal matrix. (d) Another typical interface layer with cracked coal grains by micro-tension.

From Figure 14c,d, two typical statuses of the interface layer were revealed. One is a
relatively complete layer consisting of the large coal grains and coal matrix (Figure 14c).
Another is a cracked layer subjected to the tension that resulted in many tiny cracks in
the coal matrix (Figure 14d). The secondary interface could be viewed as a series of coal
failures near the primary interface, which formed after the primary interface. The bonding
force between the coal layer and grout layer was created when cement grout solidified.
Furthermore, micro shrinkage of cement would occur during this curing process, leading
to micro-tension between grout and coal. When the micro-tension exceeded the ultimate
tensile stress in coal or the cohesive strength between coal grains and coal matrixes, the
different failure patterns in the interface layer would engender. The interface layer of
grouted coal observed in this study is different from the interfacial transition zone (ITZ)
investigated by [37,38]. ITZ is the interface between cement pastes and aggregates, which
has a higher porosity and fills with the deposition of hydration products [39,40]. The
“coal-grout interface layer” can be seen as an intermediate layer filled with crushed coal
between the grout layer and a relatively stable coal layer. When the coal-grout structure
suffered high stress, the irregularly cracked interface layer failed easily, which induced the
stress drop and affected the overall stability of grouted coal.

5.2. Macroscopic Failure Characteristics

The failure process of a rock or coal sample can be seen as a successive evolution of
cracks at the mesoscopic level [41,42]. As for the coal and grouted coal, the appearance,
propagation, and coalescence of mesoscopic cracks resulted in their failure, when they
suffered shearing. Figure 15 shows images of typical failure patterns of the specimen after
shear tests. As described above, there were three typical failure modes for coal and grouted
coal. In Figure 15a, it illustrates a smooth shear plane in pure coal sample, corresponding to
the failure type I. The composite failure type II for the grouted coal is depicted in Figure 15b.
A relatively rough shear plane was formed. Tension cracks can be found on the surface
from both Figure 15a,b. Based on the shear stress-displacement curves for failure I and II,
a gentle process by the development and coalescence of cracks in coal and grout can be
deduced during the shearing. When grout percentage and/or normal stress increased, the
failure of the specimen is shown in Figure 15c, which corresponds to the failure type III.
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The coal around the solidified grout was fragmentized. A small part of coal stuck on the
surface. The “coal-grout interface layer” described above became weak and crushed when
it suffered high stress. In this case, the combination of coal and grout was no longer stable.
Hence, the cracks in external coal coalesced and failed, then the fragmentized interface
layer induced a stress drop followed by the propagation and coalescence of cracks in the
grout. It is characterized by multi-stage failure (or non-simultaneous failure).
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5.3. Suggestions for Cement Pre-Grouting in Soft Coal Mass

As discussed above, the cement grouting can significantly improve the strength and
stiffness of soft coal. The formed cement column can be seen as effective support for
compacted surrounding coal mass. The overall mechanical parameters (strength, stiffness,
cohesion and friction angle, etc.) of grouted coal can be predicted by the linear regression
formulas we proposed in this paper. In practice, according to the effective compacting
grouting diameter, the overall strength and stiffness of grouted coal mass in a certain range
can be identified. In this case, the safe and economic pre-grouting parameters such as the
number of grout holes and the amount of grout can be designed qualitatively instead of
designing by experience.

Moreover, the cracked interface layer between coal and cement grout played a negative
effect based on the analysis of the microscopic coal-grout structure and the macroscopic
failure characteristics of the specimen. The failure is characterized by the sudden stress
drop and decline of strength and stiffness. The possible reason is that the relatively large
cement grains could not penetrate the coal layer effectively. Some point contacts between
cement and coal resulted in a potentially unstable bonding structure. The main function of
cement consolidation grouting is to improve strength for large fractures and cracks in coal
mass instead of micro-cracks [43]. On the other hand, the shrinkage of cement resulted in
a “broken zone” called “coal-grout interface layer”. The crushed interface layer affected
the overall stability of the coal-grout structure. Cement drying shrinkage significantly
affected the durability and integrity of a structure [44,45]. To solve the shrinkage problem,
shrinkage-compensating cement can be used to fill the gaps and enhance structural stability
over ordinary cement [46,47]. Also, the use of cement grouts containing supplementary
cementitious materials (SCMs) is also an effective way to solve the shrinkage [48,49].
Therefore, in the field, ultra-fine cement, the shrinkage-compensating or SCMs cement
could be good choices for pre-grouting to further improve the stability of grouted coal mass.
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6. Conclusions

In this study, according to the field observation of cement grouting into soft coal mass,
a coal-grout structure was presented. Through a series of direct shear tests for coal and
grouted coal specimens, the effect of grouting on coal mass was quantitatively revealed.
The influence of grouting ratio (d/D of 0. 20, 40, 60%) on the shear behaviors were studied.
A set of formulas were proposed for predicting the mechanical parameters of grouted
soft coal mass. The failure modes of coal and grouted coal were systematically analyzed.
The micromorphology interface of the coal-grout structure and its impact on macroscopic
failure properties of the specimens were discussed. Finally, the application of prediction
models and some measures for further improving the overall mechanical properties of
grouted coal mass were suggested. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows:

Both the peak and residual shear stresses of grouted coal mass increased and the peak
shear displacement decreased with the increase of grouting ratio and normal stress. Three
failure types were proposed according to the failure time of coal and grout. Different failure
modes depended on the grouting ratio and normal stress.

Linear relations between the peak/residual shear stress and grouting ratio were
established, which quantitatively verified the effect of cement grouting on soft coal mass.
The vital strength parameters (peak/residual cohesion and friction angle) of grouted coal
mass can be predicted by the constructed models.

The average shear stiffness of grouted coal increased linearly with the increase in the
grouting ratio. Two typical shear stiffness modes in failure “type III” for grouted coal were
revealed, signifying that the sudden stress drop reduced the overall stiffness of grouted
coal mass evidently.

The “coal-grout interface layer” generated by shrinkage of cement had a negative
effect on the stability of the coal-grout structure. Combining the analysis of microscopic
bonding properties and macroscopic failure performance of grouted coal, the use of ultra-
fine cement, shrinkage-compensating or SCMs cement could be better choices for further
stabilizing the soft coal mass.
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